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SUMMER!
GREAT WEATHER!
RIGHT, TODAY IS...!
EVERYONE, TODAY IS THE DAY YOU HAVE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR, THE DAY OF THE SWIM MEET...

I WOULD LIKE FOR EVERY ONE OF YOU TO SHINE AS BRIGHT AS YOU POSSIBLY CAN!

THE AMOUNT OF ATTENTION WE'VE GARNERED FROM THE MEDIA COMPANIES IS RATHER HIGH.

I PRAY FOR YOUR SUCCESS!

YES!

THE DAY WE SHOOT THE IDOL SWIM MEET!
It's fine. There's no way things would slip off in an anime aimed at little girls.

When there's a swim meet you have to have things slip off after all.

Aoi... does this swimsuit seem a bit scanty?

Quit breaking the fourth wall...

Eh? It sure does...

Hoshi-Miya!

Mi-Zuki-san!

We're just extras!...

...and two others!
YES!

LET'S BOTH GIVE IT OUR ALL AND TRY OUR BEST!

THE MAIN EVENT OF THIS SWIM MEET IS THE SHOWDOWN BETWEEN SOLEIL AND TRISTAR...

PowaPowa Purrin's here too!

ALRIGHT THEN, READY...

START!

THE FIRST EVENT IS AN OBSTACLE RACE ABOVE THE WATER!

AND GRAB A FLAG LOCATED AT THE TOP OF ONE OF THE POLES WINS

THE FIRST TEAM TO CROSS THE SHAKY FOOT-HOLDS
CURRENTLY AT THE TOP WE HAVE SOLEIL'S KIRIYA AO!!

NO, WAIT...

THOSE HAVING TO RETIRE DUE TO THE POOR FOOTING ARE APPEARING ONE AFTER ANOTHER!

SHE'S QUICK, SHE'S FAST, AND SHE'S AHEAD OF EVERYONE ELSE!

OOOH! IT'S TRISTAR'S ICHINOSE KAEDEEE!

AOI-NEE-SAN, FIGHT!

HER AGILITY SCREAMS THIS IS A WALK IN THE PARK!
KUH, SHE’S FAST...

KYA AAAAA AAAAA AAH!
OUUUUUUU UCH!

SOLEIL SCORES THE FIRST POINT!

AND THE ONE TO WIN THE BATTLE AT THE VERY LAST MINUTE WAS KIRIYA AOI!

AQI, YOU'RE AMAZING!

A DEVELOPMENT SEEMINGLY STRAIGHT OUT OF A GAG MANGA...

NICE FIGHT
Each team's representative must stay alive while gathered up on such narrow footing while trying to knock one another off!

So much tension!

Alright, next up is a melee above the water!

Uuhh, my opponents are Sakura and...?

An opening!

What? You're being so loud. Vampires are no good with running water or sunlight either!

Hey!

Wah!

You... could you at least be a little bit serious?
HEE EEEE EEEE EY!

MY LEG CRAMPED!

YURIKA!

UHM, BOTH OF YOUR...

RAN-SAMA! YURI-KA-SAMA!

ABHU BHU! OBHO BBO

I THOUGHT YOU WERE GOOD AT SWIMMING!

SWIM-SUITS ARE...

EH...?
YOU IDIOT!

JUST YOU GO AHEAD AND TRY TO GET AWAY FROM ME LIKE THIS! IT'LL BE THE END OF BOTH OF OUR IDOL CAREERS!

WAIT, GET AWAY FROM ME!

THIS ISN'T CALM AT ALL! NOT AT ALL!

NO, THAT WAY IS!

NO, THIS WAY IS CLOSER!

ANYWAY, LET'S JUST SPLASH AROUND AS MUCH AS WE CAN AND HEAD THAT WAY!
WARD'S,
VARIOUS OTHER COMPETITION WORK
THIS ISN'T CALM AT ALL...
NOT THAT SAID THINGS WOULDN'T SLIP OFF IN A WORK AIMED AT LITTLE GIRLS?
EVEN JUST THE THOUGHT OF THAT ISN'T CALM AT ALL
THERE MUST BE SOMETHING THAT ISN'T CALM AT ALL GOING ON IN THE SHADOWS OF THIS TOURNAMENT!

AFTERWARDS, VARIOUS OTHER COMPETITIONS WERE HELD...
AND WITH SOLEIL AND TRISTAR STILL NECK AND NECK...
THE CONTEST CARRIED FORWARD TO THE FINAL MATCH, A WATER CAVALRY BATTLE!

HEH... HEHEHE HEH...

BEST OF LUCK, MIZUKI-SAN!

!! MIZUKI-SAN?

HOSHI-MIYA... THERE'S ONLY YOU LEFT!

I'VE ALREADY MANAGED TO SEE KIRIYA AND SHIBUKI'S FOOLISHNESS...
I AM THE ASSIMILATION OF THE DESIRES OF THE DARK... OJISANS

WHAT KIND OF MANGA IS THIS!?!?

VARIOUS RUMORS EXIST, BUT APPARENTLY THOSE WITHIN OUR AIKATSU LOVING BIG FRIENDS...

YOU KNOW THEM, AO!?!?

THE DARK... AIKATSU OJISANS!

WHAT'S WITH THAT? THAT'S GROSS!!

THAT LOOK AT IDOLS SEXUALLY ARE CALLED SUCH!!
EH? AH...

KYA AAAAA AAH!

ICHIGO...

WHAT EXACTLY ARE WE SUPPOSED TO DO IN A SITUATION LIKE THIS...

TITS, ASSSES, THIIICKS

FUHA HAHA HA...

I BEGAN GETTING MY FILL OF ALL FROM THE SHADOWS. I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF THIS STUFF!

AFTER GRABBING MIYUKI'S POOL AND SPENDING THIS SICK MEET...

TASTE THE POWER OF HAPINESS!
WHAT ARE YOU SAYING AT A TIME LIKE THIS!? 

IF THEY'RE A FAN THAT WOULD COME TO CHEER US ON, THEN OUR SONGS SHOULD MAKE IT THROUGH TO THEM!

EVEN IF YOUR OPPONENT IS SOMETHING OF DARKNESS OR WHATSOEVER.

WHAAAT!?

AOI... HONESTLY, DON'T BLAME ME FOR WHATEVER HAPPENS.

THAT'S JUST LIKE ICHIGO.

ALRIGHT, EVERYONE...
LET'S SING!

WHAT-- THIS POWER IS...!

WHAT IS THAT...!?
Oh just do whatever you want already!

These girl's prayers have materialized me in this world.

I am the assimilation of the wills of the light aikatsu ojisan.

Dark aikatsu ojisan.

Let us return to where we belong!

However, even should I fall, a second, and even a third dark will...

Kuh, fine then...
PUT ON SOME CLOTHES

Here

LOVE YOU~!

AS EXPECTED OF YOU, ICHIGO-SAMA!

I'M COUNTING ON YOU, CHILDREN OF EARTH

WITH GIRLS SUCH AS YOURSELVES HERE, EVERYTHING SHOULD BE ALRIGHT EVEN SHOULD THE WORLD BECOME SHROUDED IN DARKNESS AGAIN

SO IN THE END WHAT EXACTLY WAS THAT SHINING OJISAN?

Alright then, I shall be making my leave

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
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